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3. People say that the Mother loves those who are physically near her more than those who are not. I think this
judgment is apt to be wrong.
I hope you will correct me where I am wrong in my
understanding.

To launch into too many mental subtleties in this connection
is not very helpful; for it is a subject which is beyond mental
analysis and the constructions of the mind about it are apt to be
either very partially true or else erroneous.
There is a universal Divine Love which is equal for all.
There is also a psychic connection which is individual; it is the
same essentially for all, but it admits of a special relation with
each which is not the same for all but different in each case.
This special relation stands apart in each case and has its own
nature, it is, as is said, sui generis, of its own kind and cannot
be compared, balanced or measured with other relations, for
each of these again is sui generis. The question of less or more
is therefore perfectly irrelevant here.
It is quite wrong to say that the Mother loves most those
who are nearest to her in the physical. I have often said this but
people do not wish to believe it, because they imagine that the
Mother is a slave of the vital feelings like ordinary people and
governed by vital likes and dislikes. “Those she likes she keeps
near her, those she likes less she keeps less near, those she dislikes
or does not care for she keeps at a distance”, that is their childish
reasoning. Many of those who feel the Mother’s presence and
love always with them hardly see her except once in six months
or once in a year — apart from the Pranam and meditation. On
the other hand one near her physically or seeing her often may
not feel such a thing at all; he may complain of the absence of
the Mother’s help and love altogether or as compared to what
she gives to others. If the childishly simple rule of three given
above were true, such contrasts would not be possible.
Whether one feels the Mother’s love or not depends on
whether one is open to it or not, it does not depend on physical
nearness. Openness means the removal of all that makes one
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unconscious of the inner relation — nothing can make one more
unconscious than the idea that it must be measured only by some
outward manifestation instead of being felt within the being; it
makes one blind or insensitive to the outward manifestations
that are there. Whether one is physically far or near makes no
difference; one can feel it, being physically far or seeing her little;
one can fail to feel it when it is there, even if one is physically
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near or often in her physical presence.
*
Sadhaks whom the Mother has accepted have some personal
physical relation with her. I want to know if there is any
personal relation with me.

There is a personal relation with most, but what is a personal
physical relation?
Suppose a child wants to remain faithful to the Mother and
tries to remain faithful, but he sees he is not getting any response. Is it not an illusion for him to try to remain faithful
when the Mother never shows him her sweet side? Finally the
sadhak will become unfaithful.

If the sadhak becomes unfaithful to the Mother, it means he did
not want the sadhana or the Mother, but the satisfaction of his
desires and his ego. That is not Yoga.
There are so many ways the Mother expresses herself physically to some, but it is to some only. Some she never gets tired
of meeting for hours; with others she ﬁnishes in a few minutes.
For example, she has spent a lot of time with X.

The Mother meets nobody for “hours” — if anybody stayed for
hours she would get very tired.
Mother did not meet X more than others because she loved
him more than others, but because she was trying to get something done through him for the work which, if done, would have
been a great victory for all. But precisely because he took it in
the wrong way, grasping at it as a “personal physical” relation

